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Good evening Alumni, Friends, and Family,
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Love is a four letter word that carries the weight of the universe on its back. For
Black people, it is the life-giving source from which we derive the strength to
carry on. Oftentimes when we discuss Blackness and what it means to inhabit
a Black body in this world, we think of oppression.
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We think of the daily threats Black slaves faced, particularly the fear of being
sold and separated from family. We think of the Black ancestors who died
fighting for their right to be masters of their own stories. We think of the grip
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White supremacy has had on our conscience and self-perceptions. We even
Director of Development think of our sanctuaries, which have burned in the fire of white rage without
the relief of global sympathy. However, our Black bodies and experiences are
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more than our oppression and our pain. We are joy. We are laughter. We are
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Black love forges kinships that surpass biology and enter into the realm of
solidarity ushering in Bob Marley’s “One Love.” Aretha told us that there ain’t
no way to love someone if they won’t allow you to love them. Shai taught us
that we should make sure to fall in love with a friend. With renewed self love,
we continue to crown our hair, our lips, and our ample backsides with defiant
adoration remembering that Janelle told us that we were the ish and had the
agency to like what we like. (continued on next page)
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And even though the Negro spirituals were born out of a great evil, they still spoke of a divine love between
a child and a Creator.
Black love endures all triumphs and tribulations. Whether it be romantic or platonic, self-directed or
spiritual, Black love gives us the strength to continue in the face of adversity and cultivates the will to
survive. Black love is resilient, sacrificial, and vulnerably strong.
It is with the intention of celebrating this unmatched life-force that we welcome you to our 49th Annual
Dean Archie C. Epps Kuumba Spring Concert, “Love Train: A Journey Through Black Love.”
So join hands and get on the love train!
With Kuumlove for the last time,
AudreyStephannie Maghiro, Class of 2019
President of the Kuumba Singers of Harvard College
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Tributes to Love
The following word clouds were made using answers from current Kuumbabes.

Love is...
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i wouldn’t trade you for all the ginger and the honey in the world.
Miela Foster '21
it’s like drinking lemon tea on dark nights,
i wouldn’t trade you for the all the ginger
and the honey the world,
you took my soul,
soulless to soulful,
i am
full,
with no ginger and honey,
no meek and might,
just love
and light.
i wouldn’t trade you for all the ginger and the honey in
the world.
if a meandering river always finds its way
into the sea,
then, i see –you,
i see you and me,
at head of the Nile
softs sands
and gentle nights,
i am
blessed
even without my lovely ginger and –
sultry honey,
only hungry for your
erudite sight.
i wouldn’t trade you for all the ginger and
the honey in world.
sister,
not even Turkey’s finest sugared ginger,
and sweetest honey could keep you away from you –
you stole my heart in the womb,
momma’s womb,
her scars becoming your scars,
becoming my scars,
our scars.
i fell in love in the womb
with womanhood

while watching egg cells divide,
and find life,
renewing old scars,
building new ones,
together.
so,
believe me.
i wouldn’t trade you for all the ginger and
the honey in world,
sister,
our hearts joined into one
deep, red, crude –
love,
so gentle love,
my heart
is full,
ginger, honey –
tender with you.
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An ode to listening
Ashley Cooper '21
How much it means to be heard!
To truly feel, someone is listening,
caring about what you have to say.
What we believe in; it is central to our being.
Our hobbies, our admirations, our hopes
They are a reflection of who we are
To know that it matters to someone...
Well, that is beauty in all its forms.

Tired of Falling
Could you do me a favor?
Stop being so nice to me
Because I’m tired of falling in love with you
And you know falling in love is addictive
So, I really can’t help myself
I keep falling off the wagon for you
So, please, please
Stop being so nice to me
Stop giving me those bright smiles
Stop making me laugh
Stop making feel all warm inside
Because I’m tired of falling in love with you
Stop making me feel like there are a billion butterflies dancing inside
Stop making me lose my breath
Stop turning my heart into an Olympic sprinter
Because I’m tired of falling in love with you
Stop making me worry
Stop making me care
Stop making me love
Because I’m tired of falling in love with you
But you’re so nice
and it feels so nice
And I think I fall a little more every time I see you,
But I’m tired of falling in love with you
Or maybe
Just maybe
I’m not

Francesca Noelette '19
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A Moment Long-Awaited

T.U.

I love the way she smiles
Lighting up the whole room
Her glow pervades the boundaries of my mind
I love the way she speaks
Eloquently, confidently—sometimes with a slight touch of insecurity
Unnoticeable to others, but it alerts me
Because I just want to reassure her
That her voice is my anchor
I love the way she laughs
Hearty and loud
Sometimes punctuated with that classic snort
Like a powerful force
Commanding the tongues around her to join in a harmonious cacophony of laughter
I love the way she loves
With her arms outstretched, always reaching to envelop the whole world in a hug
Her generous nature looking for the next person to shower in affection
Yes, I am quite enamored with the object of my love
Every aspect of her, I have grown fond of
And with this new-found confidence, I will confess my love to her
As I look at this beauty in the mirror,
I pause.
Words halting, eyes anxious, my heart skips a beat—
I ask.
“Do you love me?”
And without hesitation, she resoundingly proclaims—
Yes.

fleuris
Gauvin
Jean-Baptiste
Fleury
Gervaise
a family tree that has been cut off
a claim denied and erased
all in a name
the name pulses
throbbing rhythmic
coloring a heartbeat
a color she cannot play with
one day she will get them emblazoned on her body
permanent as their love and legacy
a fleeting thing so strong, so effortless
felt and
embraced

Mila Gauvin '19
their anger will not be assuaged
if not perhaps for the love
than for their values
that love, the different kind
the one that’s hard to see
one day they will shine
on her skin
like moonlight through closing eyes
sharp
warm
full
one day could be tomorrow
one day could be
today
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One day

Chinaza Ochi '19

I hope to one day be happy with who I am
I hope to one day not let the little things bother me as much
I hope to one day laugh, dance, sing, make a fool of myself without being worried what others think
I hope to one day have the courage to do and go for what I want
I hope to one day not let other people validate me
I hope to one day be able to venture out by myself
I hope to one day be confident in my abilities, my knowledge, and my intuitions
I hope to one day be okay with not saying the right things, doing the right things and being like
everybody else
I hope to one day to be okay with not being perfect
I hope to one day be okay with who I am and where I am
I hope to one day trust and let God
And love myself a fragment of how God love me

A Journey
I want to go on a journey
A journey to change our love
Sure, what we have is nice
but don’t you get curious about what our journey
our journey to a different kind of love would be
Would it start shyly with a gentle brushing of fingertips,
A nervous giggle, then the firm clasp of hands joining us as one
Or would I be sly and tease you with a tender touch,
The dancing of fingers across your chest,
A smooth palm down your thigh,
A whispered sigh at your ear,
A warm kiss at the sweet place where
Your neck and collarbone meet
Or would I be bold and pull you close,
So close we’ll share the same breath
How surprised would you be if I leaned in close,
So close we’d be chest to chest.
I hope you would be pleased
I hope you would lean in, too
I hope you would hold me tighter
I hope we can begin our journey to a different kind of love
With a kiss

Francesca Noelette '19
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Untitled

velvet love
a kiss, green as soft velvet
red as those first times
a sort of purgatory, endless, hopeless
there is a longing for more than she has been dealt
can her memories be enough?
her past is all she has, her future undefined
her present never everlasting
desire smolders deep in her belly
she wanted, wanted, wanted
wants
the gone is unavoidable
but there was no one there anyways
memoirs as reservoirs
about to dry up
she is sick, her body intact, thriving
her mind not
her self
tact
she can fake it and
she will.
will she
make it?

Arin Stowman '19

Mila Gauvin '19

she seizes, the pleasure too much
a sort of purgatory, endless, hopeless
boundless
but as she (un)settles
the sun still blazes
melting it all away but
the cold
still
persists
boundless
and the sun still blazes
and she has seen it not.
the warmth is always better
but rarely ever really there
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Side by Side

Francesca Noelette '19

I saw our names written together
Side by side
And I could not explain the thrill it gave me
Even if you asked
Maybe it was the thought of being at your side
Permanently
And having you at my side
Forever
Maybe it was the thought that people
Long after you and I would see it and
Think of our love
I like that idea
That decades, centuries, even millennia after you and I
Someone could see our names side by side and
Know our love
Actually, I think I love that idea
Let’s write our names together
Side by side
Everywhere
In the sand, in the sky,
On every tree, on every wing, on every eye
In every child of you and I
Most importantly,
Write your name on my heart and
I’ll write my name on yours
So that they’ll always be
Side by side

Family

Jac Tubbs '22

To me, love is family. Family is a community of people in which you know you will always be accepted
with open arms no matter what your current circumstances are. Whether you’re failing, succeeding, or
having no idea what you’re even doing - family provides that kinda genuine love where you’re welcomed
just because you’re you, not because of what you’ve done.

Ocean Blue

Ashley Cooper '21

I am the ocean blue. My mind is a vast body of water running, an evocation of my history. The lineage
of my life is all contained here.
I am not the sky, I am not the dew. No, I am the ocean blue. The moon beckons me but I remain aloof.
I am the ocean blue. I am ever rejuvenating, as powerful as the eternal waters of life itself. I will live on,
coursing forevermore in the tides of memory.
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Arc

Chinaza Ochi '19

Stage 1: The Fall
“Chemistry is you touching my arm and it setting fire to my mind”
—Nayyirah Waheed
The first word he ever spoke to her was, “Hello.”
It wasn’t just what he said, but how he said it.
“Hello.”
The way his mouth moved to form the shapes, his tongue caressing the ‘L’s, welcoming them in a warm
embrace that articulated that he was happy to see her. He said hello and her heart fluttered, no it flew, a bird in a
cloudless sky. Lust, sorry, love at first sight, and she was happy. The happiest she could remember. Contagious. That
four-letter word that begins with an “L” glossed over her eyes and turned everything rose. The once cacophony of
sirens, chatter, footsteps, and honks were now music and he was the director. He struck a beautiful chord when
he said hello. A harmony that left her ears blissfully ringing. Her body quivered with the smile that followed after.
Stage 2: Enchantment
God is such a cruel god
for making you so wonderful,
and for making me so weak.
—Sade Andria Zabala
She could notice him out of the corner of her eyes.
It was hard not to, considering he was sitting next to her.
This made her worry that he could notice her noticing him
Why does she keep looking at me?
His eyes
Copper
the shape of his face
Heart
the way he peered aimlessly to space not paying attention to the lesson being taught
the same way she wasn’t.
This led to the thought of how many other people could notice her noticing him
Weirdo
turning frequently to his corner, pretending to look at anything but really paying attention to him
his smile
Crooked
the crinkle in the corner of his left eye that showed he was confused
his inability to comprehend that he was an object of desire
Adonis
No, not desire; that painted him as an animal
Rabid
something used for pleasure once then tossed aside
Trash
He was something more….
Yet when he did turn to speak to her, for one reason or another, she could not look at his face.
It was as if he was the sun, blinding if looked at too long
In reality, it was probably the opposite;
the fear if she looked at him he could see the wanting all across her face.
The want to get to know him.
“What’s your favorite color?”
The want to be able to laugh with him,
“I cackle when I laugh, like a cross between a hyena and the wicked witch from Oz”
“Music to my ears”
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To talk until the sun rose
about school
“Who thought it was a good idea to add letters to math?”
Family
“Sometimes I feel like such a disappointment”
Life
“It’s not worth living if it’s not with you”
Love
The want to be loved.
So, she did not look at him.
A book
Tick
A wall
Tock
Anything until he turned away and her eyes could roam with fearless hunger.
Stage 3: Landing
There is that awful moment when you realize that you’re falling in love. That should be the most joyful moment, and
actually it’s not. It’s always a moment that’s full of fear because you know, as night follows day, the joy is going to
rapidly be followed by some pain or other. All the angst of a relationship.
—Helen Mirren
She couldn’t stop thinking of him. That was the first clue. He appeared wherever she turned, in her dreams, on the
radio, in the eyes of the couple laughing across a table of drinks at Starbucks. They looked happy, and she would
have been too…if only he had texted her back. A little indicator was all she needed; a sign that he was still interested, that he still thought her beautiful, that this could work, that she could work. It drove her insane, constantly
thinking of him, of her and him, of her without him, of him without her, right now. What was he doing? Who was
he doing it with? Was he happy? Did he love her? Or at least feel a small resemblance of what she was feeling? A
tiny bit, enough to show that she wasn’t insane. It wasn’t insanity if it was mutual, right? She hated this, and she
hated him for putting her through this and she hated herself for allowing him to put her through this. Yet here she
was; a ball of restless fear, anxiety, and confusion, constantly checking her phone for updates that wouldn’t come
while telling herself that she didn’t care. But she did. That was the problem. She cared far more than she thought
she would so early in the…what was this? So she’d distract herself with something, food, chores, work, anything to
make her forget except she never did. He was etched in her mind and even if she was to convince herself, the way
her heart skipped whenever her phone buzzed, short then long, said otherwise. She was smitten. She was scared.
She was angry. She was scared. She just wanted to be wrapped in his arms, warm and cozy with no cares in the
world about today, tomorrow and what was to come. Except he was too far away, and she was wrapped in a sadness
so deep it could drown the ocean, waiting for him to rescue her. But what if she pulled him under? What if he
couldn’t handle it? What if they were doomed from the start? What if, what if, what if she should let him go, now,
before it was too late? A second at a time, then minutes, hours, da – the phone buzzes. It’s him and a smile spreads
across her face. She can’t help it.
Stage 4: Enlightenment
When you love, you get hurt. When you get hurt, you hate. When you hate, you try to forget. When you try to forget, you start missing. And when you start missing, you’ll eventually fall in love again.
—Vinay Sharma
“I think I could somewhat tell from a young age that love does not exist. At least, not in the way movies and novels
and music videos say it should. There are no fireworks, secret glances, dancing in the woods under the glow of the
moonlight. No man has ever said ‘I hate you’ when they meant to say, ‘You’re beautiful.’ And friends don’t magically
turn into lovers. It’s all fake and Hollywood; something they tell little girls, so they can pretend that their life is some
miniature Notebook. So that they can pick themselves up after getting broken numerous times on the playground.
He’s teasing you because he likes you. He bullies you because he doesn’t know how to express his love. What love?
That isn’t love. Even if love is painful, it shouldn’t hurt like that. I don’t believe in that type of love; it doesn’t exist.”
“So, I’m guessing you told him how you felt and he didn’t reciprocate?”
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“Love is so fickle and it’s not fair. Why should I be in pain if I love someone? Why I’m I the one who pines and nags,
swinging from one mood to the next, scrolling through pictures and posts, pondering and caring far too much all in
the name of what? Love? I know I’m a catch. I know I’m beautiful and smart and all those other things, yet I see him
with someone else and poof. And it’s not like he’s anything special. Why do people even like him? I don’t understand.”
“He didn’t let you down easy, did he?”
With a cross of her arm and a sigh deep enough to carve a canyon she replied, “I didn’t tell him. He wouldn’t
have understood.”
The Aftermath
“Someone can be madly in love with you and still not be ready. They can love you in a way you have never been
loved and still not join you on the bridge. And whatever their reasons you must leave. Because you never ever have
to inspire anyone to meet you on the bridge. You never ever have to convince someone to do the work to be ready.
There is more extraordinary love, more love that you have never seen, out here in this wide and wild universe. And
there is the love that will be ready.”
—Nayyirah Waheed
Hey
I miss
I shouldn’t
													
Don’t miss
I do
Random thoughts float in my mind
Enables
Destroys
								
So are you missing what I think you’ve been missing
Unfortunately
								
Have these thoughts been coming up a lot today?
Not really
Quiet items
Alone times
Remember certain things
Triggers
											 So when you’re not distracted
												 Are these happy things
											 Or things that make you regret
Happy
Then sad
Regret
Justification
Nothing I can do
And then you feel bad about how it all ended
That it didn’t last longer
I don’t have that comfort now
Do you wanna change what happened
Or have you accepted
It
Acceptance
Bittersweet acceptance
Well that’s a good step then
Maybe these memories are just part of the process
They are
It sucks
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Nothing seems to have a happy ending in my life
Hey you got here, to the spot you are now, if that’s not a happy ending, I don’t know what is
Relationships will just take more time
Bittersweet smile
Bittersweet smile
Plagued with remembrance
The agony of thoughts
Of loss
Bittersweet acceptance
Punctured with memories
The sweetness of thoughts
Of love

A Tribute to Lizzie Kate
There used to be a lavender house
That bundle of memories
Timeless pain and timeless joy
There used to be this house on 113th and Wallace: Chicago.
She used to sway in her rocking chair
Across the sofa, covered in plastic
Across the TV, twinkling into a crowded living room
Sometimes, thread and needle in hand.
Every time we went over
Great grandma had some
Graham crackers for me
Every time, she had them Honey Maid, honey-flavored ones.
Unsheathed from tan plastic
Unforgivingly, abundantly scattering crumbs
I taste that lavender house and her love, yes
I taste memories from 113th and Wallace in honey graham crackers.
There used to be this feeling there
A warmth like the heat of the Georgia she moved from.
And there will always be a love between, like the threads she laced
Through handmade purses and pillows.
From big hats in front pews on Sundays
From sheet cakes with big number candles in Aprils
From Gospel music, a soundtrack to each day
From Hostess wrappers and peppermints scattered.
Nothing was ever easy
Still she was a glue, a force with the insurmountable will of a womxn.
She, the deep love, the deep power
She, the deep sweetness of a live lived
Through sorrow and forgiveness,
Through creation and joy.

Andrea Bossi '21
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Kuumbabe Reflections
Gabriel Wadford '21
Listen carefully, It speaks soft and long.
A voice in color, in rhythm, in song.
Floating in the dust. Dancing with the air.
List’ning trees to Heaven twist — calm, austere.
Unmaking laughs and sighs of creation
Etched in bark awaiting sweet salvation.
From the mouth of the sky, thus they were born.
Time droned on, and here they stand rough and worn.
The trees seek Its pow’r for Time’s ill to cure
But in their shade lies a voice humming pure.
Rising slow and sure, the little Black girl
Touches the trees, by her hand they unfurl.
For her the angels of Heaven doth trod.
See her for who she is and you’ll know God.

Untitled

Marley Brown '19
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Hold Your Head Up Little Black Girl

Ayanna Dunmore '19

Hold your head up little Black girl
When you are made to not feel enough
When those around you do not fully respect you
When life feels too heavy to bear.
Hold your head up little Black girl
When they try to make you hate your skin
When they try to make you hate your hair
When they try to make you hate your body
When they try to make you hate all that makes you beautiful.
Hold your head up little Black girl
When all you see are your flaws
When all you hear are your insecurities
When your mind tries its best to drown you in your anxiety.
Hold your head up little Black girl
When you walk into a room
And they try to make you uncomfortable
Because though you may not be the only woman
Though you may not be the only Black face
You are the only one who is both.
Hold your head up little Black girl
When you are talked over
Interrupted
Or ignored.
Hold your head up little Black girl
When Employers do not see you
When Teachers do not validate you
When time after time Lovers pass by you
Or worse,
Recognize your beauty and talents
Only so they can try to crush you.
Hold your head up little Black girl
Because you are loved
Even if not by those around you
Remember that you are always loved by those who came before you.
Hold your head up little Black girl
Because you are a walking, talking, living, breathing
Embodiment of the dreams of the past
Because your very existence is a miracle.
Hold your head up little Black girl
Because you are not that little
Because you are Black
And because in the end
You soon won’t be a girl
You will be a woman.

So hold your head up my Black Woman
Do not let your hope rest
Because of the burdens of your oppressions
But look up towards your hopes and dreams
Just as your ancestors looked up to the dream of you.
Hold your heads up Black Women
Because we have things to do.
We have worlds to change.
We have dreams for future generations we need to make.
Hold your heads up Black Women
And always remember
That you are queens inside.
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ASHTRAY

Ashley Cooper '21

“I think I’m going to call you Ashtray, isn’t that a funny nickname?”
Ashtray.
The hairs on my forearm prickle as the charcoal words trickle down your serpent tongue.
The venom dripping from your lips is a scalpel cutting into my skin. You remove the bones as if they are mere
feathers. I am completely vulnerable to your fatal blow.
Ashtray. Is that what you see me as? An amalgamation of disparate black parts, put together to reflect the
complexion of my skin?
The internal conflict that your words awaken, initiates an epiphany in my 12 year old mind. In your eyes I am
residue. Nothing more than charred damage. How can I see myself as anything more, when this is how I am
judged by the entire world?
So now I am but a puddle at your feet; I am not 12 but 5. I am a child, lacking the strength to defend myself.
“Funny… yeah, I guess it’s funny,” my middle school self replies.

Untitled

Arin Stowman '19
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ode to my broken headphones/on second chances.
Ryan Boyland '17
Blessed be the tape—
Black and unapologetic
Yet always forgiving.
Blessed be the black—
The tape, the broken thing, the hands
caring enough to press one midnight into another and
pray it worthy of daylight.
Blessed be the day—
The starshine the morning after I promised the previous would be my last—
The cupful of something light and bubbly to plaster a smile sticky across this black of mine.
Blessed be the sticking and unsticking and resticking—
One mistake deserves another.
A failure is only so
when there is nothing to be gained, and here
There is always something to be gained,
be it learning or unlearning—
And is this familiar ritual not also a prayer?
Hope against hope that what is broken can once again be mended.
That this old, tattered mess of a thing will one day sing again
No less beautiful
No less holy.

Marley Brown '19

Scratch

Walk
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Arin Stowman '19

Marley Brown '19

Offcenter

Sidewalk Chalk
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Class of 2019 Reflections
Francesca Noelette
I would just like to thank Kuumba for being a space that cultivated my creativity: singing, dancing, and
poetry. Kuumba has been such a supportive space for me that has encouraged me to climb to new heights
in all of my creative endeavors. Now, I'm doing things that I never thought I would do or could do, so
thank you so much. I also have so much love for everyone in Kuumba, and I appreciate each and every
single one of the beautiful friendships that Kuumba has gifted me. Kuumba has helped me grow into the
person that I want to be. So, thank you, Kuumba. I can't even begin to capture how much you mean to me.

Ayanna Dunmore
My Dearest Kuumbabes,
I stumbled into Kuumba looking for pizza as a freshman feeling lost and uncertain about how I would make
friends and where I would find community at this strange new place. I did not appreciate my Blackness and I
certainly did not sing. This all changed as soon as we began the first song. The music was empowering, driven
from a history of perseverance and joy defiant against oppression. I was captivated and wanted to create more
of it. Before I knew, I came to another rehearsal…then another…and another. For I soon realized that though I
loved the music, I loved the people even more. Everyone I met in Kuumba was welcoming, kind, and extremely
supportive; no matter what I did, there were always Kuumbabes hyping me up. Kuumba became my home, my
family, my support system, the break between the drone of classes and work, the sunshine on my rainy days.
The most significant lessons at college I have learned in Kuumba. Through Kuumba I have learned how to love
my Blackness and have gained greater awareness of the variety of Black identities and their intersectionalities. I
found my voice and my confidence. I learned how to be a better leader and a better friend. Joining Kuumba was
the best decision I have ever made, and I do not know where I would be today without this space.
As I reflect on the glorious memories of these past four years, I can’t help but smile. From frolicking in the streets
of New York City with the Class of 2019, to the laughter that made my sides hurt, to the songs that gave me
chills, to the post post posts, to the shady sarcastic Sheldon comments, to the dances and board meetings and
hugs, I am so fortunate that every time I think of Kuumba I think of joy. No words can perfectly encapsulate
what this space means to me nor my appreciation of it. I will say that I am so happy that my last concert is centered around celebrating Black love, because for me that is what Kuumba embodies.
Though thinking about the fact that I just finished my last Kuumunity dinner, my last rehearsal, my last concert
makes me want to cry, as we know, Kuumba never really ends. Even if I may not physically be in this space, the
spirit of Kuumba will forever be engrained in my heart and drive me to do what I can, with what I have, to leave
every space I enter better than I found it.
Thank you to everyone I have met here. You have left me better than you found me.
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Chinaza Ochi
I thank God for Kuumba, the only event I went to for VISITAS. I have learned so much within this
organization about myself, blackness in general, music and everything else in-between. I thank God for
the ups and the downs of college, and the knowledge each one bestowed on me. I thank Him for the
people that He put in and took out of my life, and I thank Him for getting me to where I am. I don’t
remember exactly who I was when I came into college, but I know I have grown since then in many ways
that I still do not have words to articulate. It’s going to be hard saying goodbye and I can’t believe it’s
coming to an end, except I don’t want to think of it as an end, just a transition, but it doesn’t make any easier.

Tema Fodje
Kuumba….where do I even begin? If somebody had told me when I first saw Kuumba perform my sophomore
year that I would one day be a part of this group, actually the right word is family, I probably would have been
like that’s a bold face lie but I’ll let you rock. Sophomore year was a pivotal one for me because that was the
year I stopped singing. Life (specifically organic chemistry) had gotten to be too much and I needed to remove
non-essential things from my life; I thought music was one of them. I could not have been more wrong. The
relationship I had with music and that love isn’t one that I would truly understand until I joined Kuumba. I
remember walking into my first rehearsal, accidentally sitting in the soprano section, watching all the comradery
as friends hugged each other and said their hellos. Freddie walked up to me saying hello and I was confused and
panicked. Do I know him? Oh my God have we met before and I just don’t remember??? Then he asked my name
and house and I was like oh we haven’t met, he’s just friendly. Then Sheldon came and spoke to me and then the next
person and the next. I’m not gonna lie I was weirded out by the level of kindness and everyone saying hi at first but
I got used to it. Once I eventually made it to my rightful area of the room (Alto section best section PERIODT) and
we got to singing, things came back to me. If you had watched me that first rehearsal you would have seen the big
smile on my face. I didn’t realize just how much my soul had needed to sing again. I remember calling my best friend
after rehearsal crying talking about how happy I was to have been able to be in that space and sing again. The first
Kuumba social helped me feel like I wasn’t an outsider and led to me picking my first adoptive “house” Kirkland. I felt
comfortable talking to members of the group and sharing with them my life. You all went from just being “people
I sing with” to people I called my friends. The concert was something magical. It was my first time performing
in years and the feeling of being on those steps singing resurrected my soul. Wintour and TourTour I feel only
solidified my love for the group and the people in it. From getting to have chats with yall on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial, have Randy read my whole life, becoming an honorary KuumbFirst, creating the dynamic TemaTems
and ToochieTooch duo, or waking up at 6am to execute the mission ™(aka get tickets to the Black Smithsonian),
tour was one of the best parts of my college career. I love also that the love of tour continued on. As the semester
wraps up and we have gotten closer to what will be my final Kuumba concert, I’ve been reflecting a lot about how
much my soul has been fulfilled through being in Kuumba. You all have been such lights in my life and I cannot
even put into words the love I have for all of you. Y’all have been there for me during some of my highest of highs,
held me when I cried, fed me when I was hungry (honestly thanks for that those swipes came in clutch). I just want
to say I love y’all so much and wish I had done Kuumba way longer than this one year I was able to. You all brought
back the music into my life literally and figuratively and for that I want to say thank you and that I love you all.
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Sayo Eweje
To Kuumba:
It’s difficult to put words to what Kuumba has meant to me during my four years here, because it
has meant so much me. More than anything, Kuumba has been the space through which I’ve
formed my most intimate friendships. I can’t say enough about how welcoming, supportive, and
loving so many Kuumbabes have been towards me, even during the times when I felt the most
distant from the group. The enthusiasm that all of you have for black music and black art has
been contagious over my time here. I have grown in my love for music, appreciation of the
variety within black culture, and in my confidence in my own identity as a result.
I don’t have any particularly profound words of wisdom, but I will say that for those not
graduating, value every moment you have in this space. I know that might be groan-inducingly
cliché, but I especially feel that it’s true about Kuumba more than anything else that I’ve been a
part of during my time here. Every rehearsal, every concert, every gig, every event, and every
get-together holds a few good memories, some of which will be invaluable to you in retrospect.
While making it to every single thing might not be possible, do your best not to miss out. You
won’t be able to go back in time to access the memories you wish you had, so make the most of
it now.
In a sense, all of that reflects just how amazing I feel our Kuumunity is. This marks an ending of
sorts to what I can truly call one of the best experiences of my life, and I’m eternally grateful for
the role each one of you have played in that.

Ata Amponsah
Four years at Harvard has taught me that love is sacrifice.
Let me elaborate: love is selfless, and selflessness begets sacrifice. Time given freely to someone or something else
is a sacrifice. To willingly give your time to a person or cause, then, is an act of love. so I guess all the time I've
dedicated to Harvard's Black community is symbolic of my love for it; reflecting on all the ways Black Harvard
has frustrated me over the past four years, suddenly all the quotes I've read saying something to the effect of "I
love you; I don't have to like you" make sense.
Fortunately, the spaces I've given the biggest portion of my time—Kuumba being one of the three—are spaces I
like and love. Maybe that's why the time I've given to Kuumba hasn't felt like a sacrifice. To be sure, there have
been instances when that time given has felt like a sacrifice: times when we haven't done enough to affirm the
identities of Black LGBTQ+ or non-Christian folks, when progress on diversifying our library has been piecemeal, when we've taken a conservative approach to what a safe space is rather than a liberal one. But maybe the
time I've put into Kuumba hasn't felt like a sacrifice because Kuumba's given more to me than I have to it.
It's hard to know exactly how Kuumba's changed me because I'd have to separate that from how college has
changed me, and I've been in Kuumba the whole time I've been in college, minus three weeks. But I know I've
become more mindful, patient, and intentional in Kuumba; paradoxically, I've also become less reserved, more
candid, and more inhibited. Maybe the reason it's hard to separate the growth I've done in Kuumba from the
growth I've done in the rest of college is because so much of my growth in college has been because of
Kuumba. Maybe being around people as genuine as those in Kuumba has encouraged me to also be genuine.
Maybe "sacrificing" as much time as I have to Kuumba is necessary for any space to be transformative. But if any
space at Harvard was going to transform me, I'm glad it was Kuumba.
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Arin Stowman
I remember the first time that I heard about Kuumba. I was getting ready to go to Visitas, and my mom was
telling me about this choir that a family friend, Christian Floyd, was in and that she thought I would enjoy
(a.k.a., her way of telling me that I needed to join this choir). Being the obedient child that I am, I decided to
check out this choir during that weekend. Little did I know that I would be encountering an organization that
would go on to define my college experience. Immediately upon entering Harvard Hall 102, I was hit with a force
that can be described as nothing less than joy embodied. Everyone was smiling, talking, and embracing each
other as if we had known each other before this event. I was hooked. I wanted to be a part of this family, and I
have not regretted the decision to enter that space once.
While I didn’t necessarily meet my closest friends through Kuumba, we somehow all ended up doing
Kuumba together at some point. I like to say that this was all because of my efforts to bring people into the space
that I had just discovered, but I know it was much more than that. Kummba was created as a space to bring
people together, so it was inevitable that my friends would join this organization. Without my intervention, the
members of Kuumba would have relied taken up the task anyways because they have come to value the space and
can’t imagine not wanting to share it with others. I also think it was inevitable that I would become friends with
the people already in the choir. This happens through an intentionality that I have yet to experience elsewhere on
this campus. Somehow after spending 3 hours together twice a week for rehearsal, people still want to find other
ways to hang out, so they create Kuumunity dinners, Post, Post Post, and one time even Post Post Post. We play
basketball together, watch movies together, sometimes we even block together. Essentially, any excuse that we can
find to be together, we take it. This willingness is one of the things that I think makes Kuumba such a special place.
Beyond this friendship, I think Kuumba has been so impactful for me because it also functioned as a place for
me to learn and grow. I think a lot of this learning happens through simply learning the music. It is a powerful thing to be able to sing songs that are connected by a single entity in both the past and the present. That
entity is blackness. No matter the theme of the song, the genre, or the origin of the song, all of the music that
Kuumba sings comes out of the African Diaspora. This connection, I think, allows us to tap into moments that
other people thought were so impactful as to require the creation of art. As we sing more and more songs, I believe
we are exposed to the many facets of blackness which is an invaluable lesson in and of itself. However, like anything
else that Kuumba does, it went beyond what was expected of it. In addition to singing, Kuumba regularly opens
up spaces for discussions around ness blackness. These discussions allow us to share our varied backgrounds and
approaches to the world. For me, this was huge as I had never really interacted with a lot of black people outside of
my family because I grew up in a place that’s about 90% white, 4% black, 3% Asian, and 3% Hispanic. While I know
there is still much to learn about blackness, I appreciate this space so much for being a catalyst of my own learning.
Thank you for the smiles, the hugs, the laughter, the Tours, the “Altos, stand up,” the concerts, the family, the
thoughtfulness, the lessons, the dance, the spades, the Family Business, the “Ago, Ame, silence,” the circle ups,
the support, the love, and so much more.
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Mila Gauvin

i’ve never paid for my own Kuumba concert ticket
christmas is the greatest time of year, after all
but I’ve paid for missing the other ones, and I haven’t stopped paying since.
i remember my first rehearsal
i once called it practice
reminiscent of the piano i haven’t played in years
my being as awkward as the misnomer
too awkward to stay
this, a regret
i didn’t come back after that first rehearsal for months
and sometimes i feel i didn’t come enough
because i wish i had known what i know now
that there is no train
Kuumba is the love
and kuumba has always been
i know it now
a knowledge, literal philo sophie
one i will always hold dear
this is love
this is my
Kuumba

Goodbye Class of 2019!
Arin Stowman
Ata Amponsah
AudreyStephannie Maghiro
Ayanna Dunmore
Chandler Floyd
Chinaza Ochi
Eunice Mwabe
Francesca Noelette
Ifedayo Famojuro
Ikeoluwa Adeyemi-Idowu
Kayla Evans
Mila Gauvin
Peter Hartnett
Sayo Eweje
Tema Fodje

May you always leave spaces better than you
found them.
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Don’t forget to pick up your stylish Kuumba casual attire!
Merchandise can be purchased at concerts.

T-Shirts (short and long-sleeve) available in
red and black and in new designs!
For more information please contact
Priscilla Samey at
publicity@kuumbasingers.org

We also sell:
DVDs
Water Bottles
BAF Bags
Sweatshirts
Sweatpants
&
CDs: Our Spirit Stands (2007)
One More River (2003)
Rooted in the Spirit (2001)
Merchandise Photos by Dawn Anderson
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Kuumba Singers of
Harvard College
SOCH Box # 66
59 Shepard Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

The Kuumba Singers’ ANNUAL
To donate, please
detach, fill out
the form, and
send it with your
cash or check to:
Kuumba Singers,
SOCH Box #66,
59 Shepard
Street,
Cambridge, MA
02138.
Questions?
Contact Kaelyn
Brown ’21,
Director of
Development, at
development@
kuumbasingers.
org

FUND

